Social Science Basics: Understanding Stakeholders and Writing Effective Survey Questions

The social sciences are a valuable but often overlooked element of coastal zone management. From marsh migration to flood mitigation, inherent in all coastal issues is a critical human component.

Course developed and led by:
OFFICE FOR COASTAL MANAGEMENT

Course details: This course is intended for natural resource and coastal professionals to explore and understand established social science methods to help increase your capacity to deal with the human dimension of an issue. Many of us in the natural resource field are conducting stakeholder engagement activities in some form, so why not do it to the best degree possible with established methods that can improve your information and outcomes? This training will provide a brief overview of how to better understand your stakeholders and write effective survey questions.
Day 1, June 30: Understanding Stakeholders

This module introduces the novice participant to prominent social science disciplines, important social science questions, and ways in which social science can be used to meaningfully and systematically engage stakeholders.

You will learn how to

- Identify and incorporate behavioral considerations from the social sciences in defining a problem
- Conduct a stakeholder analysis
- Evaluate the strengths and limitations of different stakeholder engagement techniques

Day 2, July 1: Writing Effective Survey Questions

Surveys are a popular information collection tool to help coastal managers understand their stakeholders and quickly assess large populations. Unfortunately, because of their popularity, many people untrained in survey creation administer poorly designed surveys that yield questionable results. This module serves to provide coastal managers with best practices to write more effective survey questions.

You will learn how to

- Review and critique surveys, and identify common mistakes in question design
- Incorporate 25 best practices when creating survey questions
- Create appropriate question layout and design
- Identify ways to improve survey questions that yield desired data types
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